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Image Feature specification a. Total maximum power rating HV Focus Screen 120W 34 kV 35% 1300V Power 82W HV 27.3 kV Normal Focus rating 25% - 32% Screen 300V and 900V b. Typical Model Specification (Model Name : FFA94048L) Item Inch Frequency Ldy (Horizontal) SET State TV 25 29 15.734 kHz 1.40 mHz Pin NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Circuit Vcp NO B VIDEO 12.5 Vdc
BOOST 26 Vdc Ct 12200 pF 78 GND ABL Cs 0.36 uF 9 HEATER 10 AFC Exit 1140 Vp-p 132 Vdc 209 Vdc 12.9 Vdc 12.9 Vdc145 Vdc 27.4 Vdc - - - 6.1 Vrms 85 Vp-p Document 1295 Flyback Transformer ForTexasInstruments PMP7899 Reference Design - Designed for Texas Tools PMP7899 Background Design for Nonsynchronous Flyback Converter with Isolated Exit No. 8 -
18 V; 48 V, 1 Exit Aux winding output 9 V, 20 mA 1500 Vrms, one minute primary and aux to secondary insulation (hipot) The main material of Ferrite Terminations RoHS tin-silver (96.5/3.5) over the tin over nickel over phos bronze. Other terminations are available for an additional cost. Weight 25.9 g ambient temperature -40 degrees Celsius to 125 degrees Celsius Maximum
temperature part 125 degrees Celsius (ambient and temperature increase) Temperature Storage Component: -40 degrees Celsius to 125 degrees Celsius. Packaging Tray: -40 degrees Celsius to 80 degrees Celsius Heat Resistance Max three 40 seconds reflows at 260 degrees Celsius, Parts are cooled to room temperature between cycles Moisture Sensitivity Level (MSL) 1
(unlimited floor life at zlt;30 degrees Celsius / 85% relative humidity) Time crashes (FIT) / Average time between failures (MTBF) 38 per billion hours / 26,315,789 hours, Calculated in Telcordia SR-332 Packing 24 parts on a PCB washing tray Tested MIL-STD-202 Method 215 plus additional aqueous wash. See Doc787_PCB_Washing.pdf. Induction Induction Leak Part in 0 Adc1
on Ipk2 DCR max Inductance3 Turns ratio number ±15% (KG) min (CG) max (Hg) max (KN) pri : sec pri : aux NA6264-AL 2.56 2.176 0.0065 (contacts 1 - contacts 1 - 3) 0.060 0.0065 (contacts 2 - 4) 0.130 (contacts 5 - 6) 0.110 (contacts 11-8) 1 : 6 1 : 1.5 Ipk2 (A) 16.5 Output4 48 V, 1 A 1. Induction for the primary with windings are connected in parallel, measured at 300 kHz, 0.3
Vrms. 2. The peak of the primary current, drawn at a minimum input voltage. 3. Induction of leaks for primary winding are connected in parallel and with secondary winding short. 4. Exit for the secondary. The Aux winding output is 9 V, 20 mA. 5. Electrical specifications at 25 degrees Celsius. Check out Doc 362 Surface Mountain Components before drinking. 0.004 / 0.10 mm Dot
indicates pin 1 0.551 14.0 max 1.116 28.1 1.30 33.02 max 1 2 11 Pri Sec 48 3 5 aux 6 Primary winding to connect on the PC board. 0.108 2.75 1.10 28.0 0.079 2.0 12 Recommended Land Picture 6 7 0.148 3.75 6 1,053 26.75 max 1 1,024 26.0 0.039 1.0 7 0.657 16.7 12 3,75 Размеры в дюймах мм США 1-847-639-6400 sales@coilcraft.com Великобритания No44-1236-730595
sales@coilcraft-europe.com Тайвань No886-2-2264 3646 sales@coilcraft.com.tw Китай No 86-21-6218 8074 sales@coilcraft.com.cn Сингапур 65-6484 8412 sales@coilcraft.com.sg Документ 1295 Пересмотренный 08/07/15 © Coilcraft Inc. Inc. This product cannot be used in high-risk medical or application applications without prior Approval of Coilcraft. The specification may
change without notice. Please check the website for the latest information. $startgroup$ Please look below the image of the flyback transformer I found. I see voltage/current outs on every secondary winding. My question, however, is how are they defined? I thought the output levels depended on the primary voltage, the frequency of switching, the service cycle... What is the point
of these ratings? My best guess these outputs are based on some typical application example that is not in the data sheet. The feedback transformer is connected by a inductor to a gaping core. During each cycle, when the input voltage is applied to the primary winding, the energy is stored in the core gap. It is then transferred to a secondary winding to provide energy to the load.
Flyback transformers are used to convert voltage and chain insulation into flyback converters. Flyback transformers are the most popular choice for cost-effective, high efficiency insulated power designs up to approximately 120 W. They provide chain insulation, the potential for multiple outputs and the possibility of a positive or negative voltage output. They can also be regulated
in a wide range of input and load conditions. Because the energy is stored in the transformer, the topology of the fly's return does not require a separate output filter like other isolated topology. This reduces the number of components and simplifies the schema requirements. This article discusses flyback transformers and the apps they're best suited for. What is a flyback? In the
topology of the flyback, the energy is stored in the magnetic field of the transformer during the first half of the switch cycle, and then released to the secondary winding (s) connected to the load in the second half of the cycle. Flyback transformers are equipped with a gaping core design that allows high-energy storage without saturating the core. This aspect of energy storage
distinguishes flybacks from other topologies, such as forward mode, where energy is transmitted directly from primary to secondary. Flyback transformers are also known as connected inductors, because they have a gaping core design and storage energy in the nucleus. How does the return controller work? Figure 1 Topology of flyback is based on the topology of price increases,
while the transformer provides insulation and, if necessary, voltage conversion by turn factor. The diagram shown in Figure 1 is a typical return scheme. The most commonly used switch (SW) in the flyback converter is MOSFET (Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor), but sometimes bipolar transistor and sometimes GaN (gallium nitrid) or SiC (silicon carbide) are used.
flyback opens and closes the switch with the appropriate service cycle to achieve the necessary output voltage. Flyback transformers cycle no more than 0.5. Different combinations of turn odds and service cycles can be used to achieve the required output voltage according to this equation: Vout and Vin' (Ns/Np) (D/(1-D)) where: Vout is output voltage Vin is input voltage N
secondary turns Np - primary turns D - cycle of duty - ton/ (tonne - toff) The main return cycle includes the following parts: When the FET (Field Effect Transistor) SW is closed (ON), the current is conducted through the transformer primary. This creates a magnetic field in which energy is stored in the nucleus. The combination of tortuous polarity (identified by polarity points)
changes the output diode to ensure that the energy is not transmitted to the secondary (load) at a closed switch. During this part of the cycle, the current in the primary increases over time to store energy (No. 1/2LI2). When the FET is opened (OFF) the magnetic field breaks down, transferring stored energy to a secondary winding and, ultimately, a load. When the switch closes,
the current in the secondary is at its peak and goes down as the energy is transferred to the load stored. Figure 2 Figure 3 If FET is enabled before all return energy is transferred to the secondary, the secondary current will never reach zero. This is called Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM). An example of the wave shape of the CCM is shown in Figure 2. If the stored return
energy is completely emptied to the secondary before FET is turned on, the secondary current reaches zero until the end of the period, creating a time of downtime (tidel) during the cycle. This is called the End of Conduction Mode (DCM). An example of the DCM wave shape is shown in Figure 3. Transformers can be designed for CCM, DCM or both. Flyback transformers can
operate in both CCM and dcM mode, depending on input voltage and load conditions. When designing a flyback transformer, in the worst case, the maximum load state with minimal input voltage creates the highest (peak) primary current requirement. Choose a transformer that has a peak primary current (Ipk) or primary saturation current (Isat), well above the expected primary
current peak for your application. If the initial app's peak exceeds the transformer rating, core saturation will result in a drop in primary induction. If the load requires more energy at the moment, the power storage capacity of the transformer will be exceeded and the load will not receive the necessary energy. This will result in a loss of regulation, so the peak primary current (Ipk) or
the primary flow current (Isat) of the flyback transformer is a critical parameter. What are the typical flyback transformer apps? You can use Flyback Transformers in many applications, including: DC-DC Power Supply Telecom LED lighting power over Ethernet (PoE) Capacitor charging battery charging solar micro-inverters AC-DC power off-shelf flyback for many applications that
require low cost, small size and high efficiency. They are typically used in DC-DC controllers in the telecommunication voltage range (telecom) 37 - 72Vdc, sometimes at extended voltage from 2 to 400 Vdc, as well as within the universal accompany range (85 - 265 Vac). Flyback transformers are commonly used to pull the current below about 10 amps and output power below
about 100 W. Coilcraft offers standard ready-made transformers with power from a few watts to 120 watts. When you need higher current and power, forward-mode, push-pull, or half-bridge/full-bridge topology become more effective alternatives. How do I choose the Coilcraft flyback transformer that best meets my application requirements? As with any electronic component, the
choice of flyback transformers includes many competing trade-offs in performance, size, efficiency, cost and weight. A careful selection of core size is required to achieve high energy storage without saturating the core. The size of the wire (diameter) should be chosen carefully to ensure a high output current without overheating the insulation of the wire. The basic choice of shape
and bobbin should be optimized to minimize the length of the winding and achieve the minimum possible DCR. High switching frequency can be used to reduce the size of the transformer, but it is necessary to take care to avoid increasing the loss of AC from the loss of the core, the effect of proximity and the effect of the skin. Coilcraft offers a useful guide to choosing to find a
straight-finished flyback transformer based on: Whether you power your application with a source of DC or a source of AC line input, the required voltage range input transformer (Vmin is the worst case) the necessary voltage output (s) required output rms current or power. Approximate power output: Pout and Vout - Iout Coilcraft displays its transformers by input range and sorts
within this category by power output. Mammano Links, Robert A., 2017. The basics of energy supply design. Texas tools. Colonel W. T. McLean, 1988. A guide to the design of transformers and inductors. 2nd Ed., Marcel Dekker. What's next? See more: Series series begins flyback transformer datasheet pinout. tv flyback transformer datasheet. lg flyback transformer datasheet.
sony flyback transformer datasheet. ee20 core flyback transformer datasheet. crt tv flyback transformer datasheet. crt flyback transformer datasheet. sampo flyback transformer datasheet
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